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Wednesday, March 26, 201801.99880.981992015 how to identify whether a submarine is
transmitting or not Olimpiada de varsta: 2016 – jucat: (1.38 s, 2015) This paper studies three
approaches for automatic submarine detection. These approaches are based on spectral, energy
and machine learning features. The principle of automatic detection of submarines through
spectral features is based on analyzing the power spectrum of the received signal, in terms of time
and frequency. This spectrum is compared to a reference spectrum. Detection is performed
through comparison of differences, from which a probability of detection (PD) and probability of
false alarm (PF) are calculated. In this case, it is assumed that each frequency band is analyzed
independently and that the submarine is not moving. This method is valid for a wide range of
submarines, if the analyzed spectrum is the one of the reference, without modification. This
method is used when the submarine detected is transmitting. In the second approach, energy
features are used, as it is done for the first approach. This method includes a pre-processing
phase, where the signal is processed and filtered to extract the energy of the signal in each
frequency band. The energy features are compared to a reference, by calculating the Euclidean
distance. This method is valid for a wide range of submarines, if the analyzed frequency band is
the one of the reference. This method is used when the submarine detected is transmitting. The
third approach is based on machine learning, using the process of the input data to the network.
In this case, the surface of the submarine is modeled as a Gaussian, which is transmitted to the
network. The convolutional network is used to analyze the data obtained from the Gaussian. The
output of this network is a probability of classification of the detected submarine. This method is
valid for a wide range of submarines, if the received signal has similar characteristics to the
reference. This method is used when the submarine detected is transmitting. The methods have
been compared using synthetic data and real data collected from the experiment in 2016, which is
the first in the world. The results obtained show that the detection of the studied submarine is
more reliable using the machine learning approach, where the detection of the submarine was
possible even if the submarine was transmitting. Proiect de mobilitate in oraşul Capitalei, valabil
in perioada 2015-2020 Olimpia de varsta 2016 CARTE Search for the Entrance of the Acropolis
Tunnel Golkes Engineering Research Center Department of Civil and Architectural Engineering
Universitatea Clujeană Academia Română Punto Cluj Distribuție Cataloage 2.4° N 50
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